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Abstract: The paper presents a machine of extracting the fruits 

kernels, manufactured by INMA –Bucharest. It is an independent 

installation aimed at obtaining certain by products, which are subsequently 

used at processing other food product (jam, plum jam, natural juices). 

There are also presented the results of tests performed with this machine, 

as well as, the advantage of using it within the technological process of 

fruit, industrially processing. The installation has been designed and tested 

in order to separate the kernel from the small stone fruits (sweet cherries, 

sour cherries and plums) and big stone fruits (apricots, peaches and 

nectarines), obtaining this way a process of 95-99% of stones taken out of 

fruits. 
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Rezumat: În lucrare se prezintă o maşină de scos sâmburi din 

fructe realizată de INMA Bucureşti ca o instalaţie independentă pentru 

obţinerea unor subproduse utilizate ulterior la fabricarea altor sortimente 

alimentare (gem, magiun, sucuri naturale). Sunt prezentate rezultatele 

încercărilor efectuate cu acestă maşină, precum şi avantajele utilizării 

acestei maşini în procesul tehnologic de prelucrare industrială a fructelor. 

Instalaţia a fost proiectată şi testată pentru a separa sâmburii de la fructe 

mici (cireşe, vişine şi prune) şi mari (caise, piersici şi nectarine), obţinând 

în acest fel 95-99% sâmburi scoşi din fructe. 

Cuvinte cheie: fructe sâmburoase, sâmbure, pulpă 

INTRODUCTION 

The efficiency of an activity of production, in case of horticultural products 

is finally determined by the capitalizattion manner and its forms. At the prezent 

moment , the most difficult problem encountered by the small producers of fruits 

is how to render them profitable, especially those which are perisahable. A 

solution to this problem is represented by the smiindustrialization process of fruits 

by means of small and medium capacity equipment and installations. 

In general, in order to process the stone fruits for obtaining natural juices, 

gams and different pasty products are necessary the instalations (machines) that 

take the stones out of fruits (Ioancea L., 1986 ). 

The operating principle of the above machines is based on several 

procedures, namely:  
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a) taking out the stones by pressing, under the action of mechanical 

elements; 

b) cutting the fruit in two pieces and then removing the stones from the two 

halves; 

c) cutting the fruits till the stone and removing the whole stone.  

When the fruits are industrially processed for obtaining products such as 

jams, marmelades, juices, nectars etc., the aspect of fruit (pulp) is less important 

and that is why the installation should not ensure the integrity of processed 

products.  

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Within INMA Bucharest has been conceived and manufactored an installation 
of stnes removing (fig. 1), where the working process consist in cutting the fruits till 
their stones and then, removing them as a whole. This installation above, by small 
adjustments and interchangeable components can ensure the necessary conditions 
for taking the stones out of fruits, inrespective of their size (sweet cherries, sour 
cherries, plums, apricots, peaches etc.)  

The installation for fruit stone removal can be a part of a technological process 
for capitalizing the stone fruits or an independent installation for obtaining by products 
,subsequently used at other food products fabrication (jam, marmelade, natural 
juices). 

 
Fig. 1. Installation for fruit stone removal 

Description and operating system of installation 

The installation, which is schematically presented in figure 2, compuises a 
gearmotor (1) mounted on a metallic frame (2), which drives a disc rotor (3) and a 
cylindrical drum on which a food rubber layer has been cured (3), chain transmission (11)  
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The installation is endowed with a cutting knife-type device (5) driven from two 
mechanisms of rod-handle type (6) for facilitating the fruit penetration between the two 
drums. 

At the installation upper part a feeder hopper (7) is mounted aimed at stone fruits 
removal. 

The fruits collecting is performed in three troughs, such as:  
 -trough for stones (8) 
 -trough for pulp (9) 
 -trough for juice (10) 
All the components of installation coming into contact with processed fruits are 

made of austenitic steel.  
The installations operating system is based on cutting the fruit till its kernel after 

which the stones are completely removed by means of a rubber drum, afterwards the fruits 
without their stones are collected and their juce is recovered.  

 
Fig.2. Operating scheme of installation for fruit stones removal: 

1-gearmotor; 2-frame; 3-drum with discs; 4-rubbered drum; 5-cutting knife; 6-rod 
system; 7-feeder hopper; 8-trough for fruit stones; 9-trough for pulp10-trough for 

juice; 11-chain 10B-1 
Before being processed the fruits stalks are removed and they are washed 

for eliminating the dust particles or other adherent impurities on fruits external 
part.  

The fuits are manually (or mechanically) introduced through the feeder 
hopper (7) and theyfall between the two drums (3 and 4).  

The soft part of the fruit (pulp) enters between the disc of drums (3) and the 
stones continue to be rolled between the two drums (3 and 4), the pulp reaching 
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also the stone separator, which guides the stones into the collecting trough (8) 
and the juice is carried forward to be gathered into the trough (10). 

The pulp falls into the pulp collecting trough (9) and remains between discs 
are scraped out by rabble and sent into the same collecting trough. 

Technical and functional characteristics: 
- Working capacity, kg/h                                                                 300-400 
- Degree of the stone removal, %                                                     95 - 99 
- Electric engine power, kW                                                                 1,5 
- Electric engine rotative speed, rot/min                                              1420 
- Rotativ speed of drums, small fruits/big fruits/, rot/min                       41/31  
- Number of double lifts of cuttingknife, small fruits/big fruits, cd/min  70/52 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The installation for fruit stone removal has been tested in the following 

conditions:  

- processed product                                                        sour cherries and plums 

- ripening degree                                                            mature fruits 

- impurities (after washing and drying), %                    1,2 

- quantity of products per sample, kg                            8,00 

- test performed for fixing the installation                    3 for sour cherries  

  3 for plums  

The installation s adjustment has been made for the following parameters: 

-rotative speed of disc drum, rot/min                            41 

-rotativ speed of rubber drum, rot/min                          41  

-perpheral speed of drums, m/min                                38,6  

-frequency of cutting knif lift, cd/mim                         70  

-distance between drums, mm                                         3  

-distance from cutting knife to drums, mm                     3  

-distance from separator to rubbered drum, mm            2  

-time of feeding on a test, min                                       1 

 

The experimental results are presented in table 1. 
Table 1 

Experimental results 

PARAMETER     MU Sour 
cherries  

Plums 

CaQuantity of processed product    kg 8,0 8,00 

CaQuantity of stones removed    kg 1,130 0,333 

CaQuantity of resulted pulp and juice    kg 6,838 7,612 

CaQuantity of residual products in the installation    kg 0,032 0,055 

CaQuantity of existing stones in pulp having been 
separated  

  kg 0,048 0.01 

 
Following the researches, the percentge of stones remained unseparated 

for sour cherries was of 1,4% and for plums was 1%.The percentage of residual 
pulp per sour cherry stones was of 4.5% and for plums was 1,1 %.  
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In fig. 3 there are shown aspects during the experiments and the processed 
samples are shown in fig. 4 and fig. 5 . 

 

 
             Fig.3- Aspects during the experiments 

 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.4. Sample of sour cherries                        Fig.5. Sample of plums  

 

Socio-economic effects: 

- shortening the removing time in comparison with the manual operation; 

- reducing the physical effort; 

- improved reliability; 

- increased work quality and reduced exploiting costs; 

- ecological (non polluant) processing technology; 

- creating new jobs at producer level and in rural area; 

- diminishing the imports of similar installations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. This installation fulfils all the requirements for fruit industrial 

processing.  
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2. The performed degree of stones removing out of fruit is: for sour chrries 

95,9% and for plums 99%.  

3. The installation can be adjusted in order to separate small or big stones.  

4. The installation is able to operate independently or integrated in an 

industrial processing line.  
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